Abstract. Several statistical and machine learning methods are proposed to estimate the type and intensity of physical load and accumulated fatigue . They are based on the statistical analysis of accumulated and moving window data subsets with construction of a kurtosis-skewness diagram. This approach was applied to the data gathered by the wearable heart monitor for various types and levels of physical activities, and for people with various physical conditions. The different levels of physical activities, loads, and fitness can be distinguished from the kurtosis-skewness diagram, and their evolution can be monitored. Several metrics for estimation of the instant effect and accumulated effect (physical fatigue) of physical loads were proposed. The data and results presented allow to extend application of these methods for modeling and characterization of complex human activity patterns, for example, to estimate the actual and accumulated physical load and fatigue, model the potential dangerous development, and give cautions and advice in real time.
Introduction
Recently due to development of wearable electronics and Internet of Things, complex physiological signals can be registered including cerebral (electroencephalography, functional magnetic resonance imaging, etc.) and peripheral (heart rate, biological activity, temperature, etc.) ones [1] [2] . They can be recorded and processed during various multimodal human-machine interactions. Quantitative characterization and interpretation of the mentioned physiological signals is non-trivial task which attracts attention of experts from various fields of science including medicine, biology, chemistry, electrical engineering, computer science, etc [3, 4] . The main aim of this paper is to present the new approach to monitor and predict the type and level of current physical load by heart rate/beat analysis only (without accelerometry used in all other works) . The section 2.Background and Related Work gives the brief outline of the state of the art. The section 3.Experimental contains the description of the experimental part related with main terms, parameters and metrics. The section 4.Results reports about the results obtained and processed by some statistical and machine learning methods. The section 5.Discussion is dedicated to discussion of the results obtained and section 6.Conclusions summarizes the lessons learned.
Background and Related Work
Estimation of the actual physical load and fatigue is of great importance nowadays in the context of human-machine interactions, especially for health care and elderly care applications [3] [4] [5] [6] . Evolution of information and communication technologies allows everyone to apply the range of the wearable sensors and actuators, which are already become de facto standard devices in the ordinary gadgets [1, [7] [8] [9] . Recently several approaches of fatigue estimation were proposed on the basis of multimodal human-machine interaction and machine learning methods [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The valuable output can be obtained by usage of machine learning and, especially deep learning techniques, which are recently used for analysis of human physical activity [11] [12] [13] [14] . During the last years various techniques were applied to measure physical load, stress, and fatigue by analysis of heart-rate, especially by measuring the RR interval or heart period variability [4, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Unfortunately, the type (walking, running, skiing, biking, etc.) and intensity (distance, time, pace, power, etc.) of the actual physical load hardly can be recognized by heart rate analysis only. Usually, to recognize them the heart monitors are used along with other wearable sensors like accelerometers, power meters, etc [21, 22] . Moreover, any estimation of 'stress' and 'fatigue' should take into account the complex physiochemical and psychological state of humans under investigation, especially by heart rate analysis only. The more complicated wearable devices like EEGmonitors and brain-computer interfaces are applied for this purpose [23, 24] . The data obtained often can be explained by various complex models including numerous parameters. Here the progress of the work is reported as to the new statistical method for characterization of the actual physical load by heart rate/beat analysis only with incentives for creation of some models describing the observed behaviors.
Experimental
The proposed statistical method is based on monitoring the human heart behavior, which can be estimated by heart beat/heart rate (HB/HR) monitors in the modern smartphones, smartwatches, fitness-trackers, or other fitness-related gadgets (like FitBit heart rate monitor, Armour39 heart rate monitor by Under Armour, etc.). The typical example of the recorded HB/HR values is shown in Fig.1 , where the previous rest phase is shown before the green vertical line with letter S for 'Start', the exercise itself (walking upstairs) is between the green and red vertical lines, and the following rest phase is located after the red vertical line with letter E for 'End'. The evident tendency is to have the high (very fluctuating part of the time series) HB/HR variability in the both rest states, and the much lower (the smoother part of the time series) HB/HR variability during exercise itself. This phenomenon is actively investigated to track and estimate stress states [4, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The main idea of the approach proposed here is to consider the time series of HB/HR values as statistical ensembles of values: a) accumulated from the beginning of the physical activity; b) contained inside a sliding timeslot window (for example, one hundred neighboring HB/HR measurements obtained by a sliding window). These ensembles are processed by calculation of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. Finally, these statistical parameters are plotted on the Pearson (kurtosis-skewness) diagram (see below in Fig.2) , where kurtosis values are plotted versus square of skewness [25] [26] [27] [28] . The similar approach in different ways was widely used for analysis of distributions and was successfully applied in various fields of science, including computer science, physics, materials science, finance, geoscience, etc. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
The following important aspects of this approach should be emphasized. The absolute HB/HR values are volatile and sensitive to its instant state (mood, stress, tremor, etc.) including momentary external disturbances and sources of noise. But the distributions of HB/HR values (cumulative or inside sliding timeslot window) and the statistical parameters of these distributions (mean, std, skewness, kurtosis) are not so volatile and can be more characteristic for the person itself (age, gender, physical maturity, fitness, accumulated fatigue, etc.) than for its instant state. In addition to this, the heart rate values are actually the integer values with 2-3 significant digits and not adequately characterize a heart activity (because the heart rate is actually the reverse value of the heartbeat multiplied by 60 seconds and rounded to integer value). In contrary, heartbeats are measured in milliseconds, contain 3-4 significant digits, and their usage gives at least10 times higher precision and more information. The measurements of heart activity during exercises were performed by Armour39 heart rate monitor by Under Armour with the attachment point at breast. For the initial tests (feasibility study only) four male and female persons of various fitness (from beginners to marathoners) with age from 18 to 47 (mean weight 65±4 kg, mean height 1.71±0.05 m) were included in the study. All of them were volunteers and had not any known cardiac abnormalities. The next stages of this research will include the wider range of volunteers and these results will be reported separately elsewhere. The raw data were obtained for various physical activities in two experiments. The first experiment included analysis of HB distributions for walking upstairs, squats, dumbbells, push-ups (Section 4.1). The second experiment included analysis of influence of HR data on the models predicting the types of physical activities (Section 4.2).
Results

Heart Beat Distributions
The time series of HB values were obtained during various physical exercises and then they were considered as statistical samplings. Then the distributions of HB values in these samplings were analyzed (by calculation of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis values) and plotted on the Pearson diagram ( Fig.2) . The example of raw data obtained for one of exercises (namely, for walking upstairs) is shown on the time series plot (Fig.1) , and the example of the processed accumulated data is shown on the Pearson diagram (Fig.2) . For the better visualization the size of symbol grows with the time of experiment and the bigger symbols corresponds to the later time moments. It allows us to observe the following tendency. Initially, in the preliminary rest state the distribution of HB values is close to the normal distribution. Then with the start of the physical exercise (walking upstairs) the distribution of HB values moves away from the location of normal distribution (black asterisk in Fig.2 ), but confines itself in the region of beta-distributions (gray zone in Fig.2 ). After the end of exercises the HB distribution returns to the location of normal (black asterisk in Fig.2 ) and uniform (black triangle in Fig.2 ) distributions. The dataset included numerous long time sequences ( >10 3 ) and the statistical processing required numerous sub-samplings (~10 3 ) with many bootstrapping trials (>10 3 for each sub-sampling). That is why the several parallel processing techniques were implemented in R language designed for statistical analysis on various levels of granularity among different: a) time sequences, b) sub-samplings, and c) random subsets of sub-samplings for bootstrapping analysis. The following metrics were proposed to characterize the accommodation and recovery levels during these exercises: on the Pearson diagram the distance from the normal distribution (Metric1) that corresponds to the rest state (where heart beats are not correlated) and the distance from the uniform distribution (Metric2) that corresponds to the increasing load on the heart (where heart beats grow with time). The plots in Fig.3 show evolution of the two metrics of the HB distributions in the experiment described above and shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . For accumulated HB distribution (Fig.3a) the monotonous steady increase of Metric1 corresponds to the growing physical load, and the similar monotonous steady decrease does to the recovering during the rest after the end of the exercise (after the red vertical line with letter E) with some delay. For HB distribution in the sliding timeslot window (Fig.3b) the changes of the regime (start of exercise. end of exercise, recover) are followed by the sharp peaks of statistical parameters and the proposed Metric1. The slopes of Metric1 increase and decrease can be used also to characterize the accommodation and recovery levels during the exercises. The similar results were obtained for other types of exercises with various workloads: squats, dumbbells, push-ups (Fig.4) . This method allows us to determine the level of workload even (compare location of HB distributions for dumbbells of various weight in Fig.4 ) and recovery rate after workloads.
Influence of HR Data on Models Predicting the Type of Physical Activities
At the moment the empirical results as to the change of distribution type for the accumulated HB values during physical exercise hardly have any simple explanations. But due to the recent success of various machine learning methods for analysis of the complex processes the incentive to apply some of them naturally appeared. The direct application of machine learning methods for the analysis of HB distributions is under work right now, but the preliminary similar tests on the simpler experiment are reported below. The same focus group performed several physical activities of similar, but different types (actually running, skiing, and walking) with various intensities (distances and durations). The aim of experiment was to investigate feasibility to predict the type of physical activity from some dynamic features (distance, time, pace, velocity, etc.) and improve this prediction by adding heart activity features (average heart rate, maximal heart rate, etc.) by heart rate/beat analysis (not by accelerometry like in all other works) with some well-known methods including linear regression, neural network, and deep neural network. The features were divided in independent and derived. For example, distance and time are independent ones among the dynamic features, but pace (time/distance in minute/kilometer units), velocity (distance/time in meter/minute units), and MetricD (pace in square) are derived ones. Similarly, HR in rest (HRrest), maximal HR (MHR), minimal HR (minHR), average HR (AHR) are independent among the heart-related features, but working range HR (MHR-minHR), HR reserve (MHR -HRrest), and HR recovery (MHR -HRrest after exercise) are derived ones. To the moment the results are reported here on the following models: model 1 (Fig. 5a ) with independent dynamic features:
Type of Activity ~ Distance + Duration (1) model 2 ( Fig. 5c ) with independent heart-related features:
Type of Activity ~ MHR + AHR (2) model 3 ( Fig. 5b) with all (independent and derived) dynamic features:
Type of Activity ~ Distance + Duration + Pace + Velocity + MetricD (3) model 4 ( Fig. 5d ) with all dynamic features + heart-related ones:
Type of Activity ~ Distance + Duration + Pace + Velocity + MetricD +MHR + AHR (4)
The idea behind inclusion of derived features (like pace, velocity, MetricD) consists in inclusion of non-linear relations among independent parameters. On this stage of research, inclusion of heart-related features is limited to MHR and AHR, but usage of the more complex statistical parameters of HB/HR distributions (which are described in the previous subsection 4.1.Heart Beat Distributions) is under work now and will be reported elsewhere.
Linear Regression. The multiple linear regression model contains only one predictor variable (type of the physical activity), several explanatory variables (see above), and the relationship between the predictor variable and explanatory variables is assumed to be linear in this model. The results of application of the linear regression for various models are shown in Neural Network. The simple neural network (Fig.6 ) was used with various (depending on the model) input nodes (I), one output node (O) for the predicted value of the type of physical activity, 6 neurons (H1-H6) and biases (B). The dark lines mean positive values of weights, and light lines -negative ones. The widths of lines demonstrate the relative values of the weights, for example, contribution of the velocity is significant in models 1 (Fig. 5a) and 3 (Fig. 5b) , that is graphically shown by the (Fig. 7a) while for model 4 (with all dynamic features + heart-related ones) most of the connections are almost equally important (Fig. 7d) . At the moment these results are given for comparison with other machine learning methods (linear regression and neural network in previous subsections) and should be investigated thoroughly, especially in the view of hyper-parameter tuning that is planned to be performed, explained and discussed in the future work. 
Discussion
Some types of the physical activities predicted by the above mentioned models are shown in Fig.8 , where the codes for types of the physical activities are as follows: 1 -running, 2 -skiing, 3 -walking. The linear regression demonstrate the worst prediction abilities for all models, but addition of heart-related features in model 4 ( Fig. 8d) slightly decrease the error and improve predictions for skiing and walking. In general, the larger models (with more input features) like model 3 ( Fig. 8b ) and model 4 (Fig. 8d) gives the better predictions than the smaller models like model 1 (Fig. 8a ) and model 2 (Fig. 8c) . But the most significant improvement of prediction was obtained for the shallow (1-layer) and deep (4-layer) neural networks in model 4 due to inclusion of the additional independent heart-related features. In fact, the increase of the number of independent input features should theoretically enlarge the information processed by neural networks (shallow and deep) and im-prove predictions. In this sense, inclusion of the heart-related features (even in such a limited way like addition of AHR and MHR) contribute the additional information about the physical exercise. But this contribution can be very sensitive to other aspects of the humans under tests, for example, typical for some focus groups (like age, gender, weight, physical maturity, etc.), and personal peculiarities (like fitness, mood, accumulated fatigue, etc.). On the one hand it does not allow to apply the models trained on some limited focus group for the wider range of users without understanding the influence of personal peculiarities. But on the other hand this influence of personal peculiarities can allow to create the personal models previously trained on the typical group and later tuned to the personal peculiarities of the concrete persons.
Conclusions
The type and intensity of current physical load is proposed to be monitored, estimated, and predicted by analysis of the time series of HB values considered as statistical ensembles of values: a) accumulated from the beginning of the physical activity; b) contained inside the sliding timeslot window. The mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis were calculated for these ensembles and plotted on the Pearson (kurtosis-skewness) diagram. The first experiment shown that location of statistical ensembles of HB values is close to the location of the normal distribution in rest, but it moves away with the time of exercises, and then return to the place of the normal distribution after the end of the exercises. This approach was applied to the data gathered by the wearable heart monitor for various types and levels of physical activities (walking upstairs, squats, dumbbells, push-ups) and the results demonstrated the same tendency. Several metrics for estimation of the instant effect and accumulated effect (physical fatigue) of physical loads were proposed. Inspired by the recent success of various machine learning models for analysis of the complex empirical data without the evident relationships, several machine learning models were proposed to analyze the observed complex behavior. The second experiment included the analysis of influence of HR data on the models predicting the types of physical activities. To the moment the limited set of features was used to predict the type of physical exercise (actually running, skiing, and walking) from dynamic features (distance, time, pace, velocity, etc.) and improve this prediction by adding heart activity features (average heart rate, maximal heart rate, etc.). Despite the limited dataset and short list of features the results of both experiments allow to conclude that statistical analysis of HB/HR time series as accumulated or sliding statistical distributions of HB/HR values can be a promising way for characterization of the actual physical load. Moreover the statistical parameters for distributions of HB/HR values (like maximum, minimum, normalized mean, standard deviation, skeweness, and kurtosis) can be used as additional independent features in shallow and deep neural networks. The obtained predictions can be very sensitive to many additional collective (like age, gender, weight, physical maturity, etc.), and individual (like personal fitness, mood, accumulated fatigue, etc.) aspects of the humans under tests. That is why the much larger datasets and additional research will be necessary for the more collec-tively and personally tailored models. In this context, the further progress can be reached by sharing the similar datasets around the world in the spirit of open science, volunteer data collection, processing and computing [37] [38] [39] . The data and results presented allow us to extend application of these methods for modeling and characterization of complex human activity patterns. For example, under condition of the further improvement the models presented here can be used to estimate the actual and accumulated physical load and related fatigue, model the potential dangerous development, and give cautions and advice in real time, that is very important for many health and elderly care applications.
